YTOGENETIC studies with barley, Hordeum vulgate, have now progressed to the point where it is possible to assign a linkage group to each of the seven chromosome pairs.
The extensive genetic data have been summarized at regular intervals (q. v. Robertson et al., 13) and seven linkage groups established.
The chromosome morphology has been established from root-tip mitoses by Tjio and Levan (15) and the five nonsatellite chromosomes numbered from 1 to 5 in the order of their decreasing lengths. Of the two satellite chromosomes, the shorter chromosome with the larger satellite is designated as 6 while chromosome 7 is the longer chromosome with a shorter satellite. Sarvella et al. (14) were able to study meiotic pachytene chromosomes in a radiation induced "short" chromosome strain but it has not been established that this strain 6arries the normal chromatin arrangement.
To correlate .the genetic and cytologic information, Burnham et al. (3) isolated a series of homozygous translocations from X-rayed seed of the variety Mars. By intercrossing translocation stocks, and observing meiotic configurations in F 1 plants, they assigned temporary letters a to g to the chromosome pending identification in relation to morphology. Utilizing the fact .that in certain cases the karyotypes of homozygous translocations differed sufficiently from normal to permit identification of the chromosome involved, Hagberg and Tjio (4) and Burnham and Hagberg (2) have established the correspondence between the letter designations and the morphological designations.
Kramer et al. (10), using translocation-gene linkages and F, meiotic configurations of translocation intercrosses, concluded that two linkage groups were carried by the same chromosome leaving the g chromosome devoid of assigned genes. They suggested the tentative relationships of the five other linkage groups to the letter designations of Burnham. These conclusions were substantiated by Haus (8) using genetic tests, and by Tsuchiya (16) using associations of linkage groups with trisomics.
Recently Swomley, a Ramage and Suneson (12), and Burnham (unpublished) have placed genes on .the remaining chromosome thus finally establishing a linkage group for each chromosome, as given by Ramage et al. (11) . All the relationships may be summarized as in Table 1 . It is now possible to designate the morphological chromosomes, the chromosomes involved in interchanges, the linkage groups, and the trisomic .types with the same Arabic numerals.
A major cytogenetic problem remaining is the orientation of each linkage map on its chromosome with an end gene in the zero position to the left or short arm end as has conventionally been done in maize. Translocation-gene linkages furnish information for this purpose provided the translocation break points can be determined with sufficient accuracy. In barley this appears not to be feasible because of difficulties so far encountered in obtaining clear pachytene preparations. Root tip karotypes, however, in certain cases (2, 4) have provided information on the chromosome arm in which .the break occurs.
The masking of recombination in interstitial segments of translocations (Hanson and Kramer, 6) in species which translocation heterozygotes have low sterility may assist in orienting linkage maps. Hanson (5) has shown that barley, with an average sterility of about 25% (Burnham et al., 3) shows such masking. The purpose of this paper is to consider the effect of type of disjunction at anaphase I in meiosis of barley translocation heterozygotes on sterility and recombination frequency and .to illustrate the possible use of this information in orienting linkage maps on their chromosomes.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
'Consider the diagrammatic representation in Figure 1 of pairing at prophase I of meiosis in a translocation heterozygote. To facilitate discussion, the centromeres of both chromosomes and the break point are marked with closely linked heterozygous gene loci, the recessive alleles having entered the cross on chromosomes Nã nd N= from the normal parent and the dominants on chromosomes. T, and T= from the translocation homozygote. These 3 gene pairs mark the limits of the 2 interstitial segments designated regions 1 and 2 on the diagram.
Three types of centromere disjunction at AI have been recognized, via., "alternate" in which centromeres carry g,g,-{-&~ga to one pole and G~G, + GaGa to the other, "adjacent-l" in which centromeres cause g,g~ q-GaG¢~ to separate from G~G~ + g~ga, and "adjacent-2" in which homologous centromeres carry gxg, -~-G,Gt o one pole and GaG~ + gaga to the alternate pole. Burnham (1) has shown in corn that xvhereas the frequency of alternate disjunction remained relatively constant at about 50% in all chromosome 6 translocations studied, the frequency of adjacent-I disjunction increased relative to adjacent-2 with increased crossing over in the interstitial segments. This was interpreted to indicate that when crossing over occurs in an interstitial segment, homologous centromeres are directed to opposite poles. In accordance 
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